Temporal Variations of the Global Seismic Parameters of HD 49933 over a Magnetic Cycle
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Abstract: It has been established that the acoustic mode parameters of the Sun and Sun-like stars vary over activity cycles. Since the observed variations are not consistent with an activity-related origin, even Sun-like stars showing out-of-phase changes of mode frequencies and amplitudes need to be carefully studied using other observational quantities. In order to test whether the presumed relations between the global seismic parameters are a signature of the stellar activity cycle, we analyze the photometric light curve of HD 49933 for which the first direct detection of an asteroseismic signature for activity-induced variations in a Sun-like star was made, using observations by the CoRoT space telescope. We find that the amplitude of the envelope significantly anti-correlates with both the maximum frequency of the envelope and the width of the envelope unless superflare-like events completely contaminate the light curve. However, even though the photometric proxy for stellar magnetic activity appears to show relations with the global asteroseismic parameters, they are statistically insignificant. Therefore, we conclude that the global asteroseismic parameters can be utilized in cross-checking asteroseismic detections of activity-related variations in Sun-like stars, and that it is probably less secure and effective to construct a photometric magnetic activity proxy to indirectly correlate the global asteroseismic parameters. Finally, we seismically estimate the mass of HD 49933 based on our determination of the large separation of HD 49933 with evolutionary tracks computed by the MESA code and find a value of about 1.2\(M_\odot\) and a sub-solar metallicity of \(Z = 0.008\), which agrees with the current consensus and with asteroseismic and non-asteroseismic data.
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1. Introduction

Turbulent flows in the convective envelopes of the Sun and Sun-like stars, which is inevitably affected by the stellar magnetism, generate resonant sound waves trapped in the stellar interiors and are observed as non-radial oscillations (Goldreich & Keeley 1977; Goldreich & Kumar 1988; Goldreich et al. 1994; Balmforth 1992). Exploring the observed individual mode frequencies of the oscillations allows us to improve our knowledge on the internal structure and dynamics of the Sun and other stars (Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. 1985; Gough 1985, 1990; Elsworth et al. 1995; Thompson et al. 1996; Basu et al. 1997; Christensen-Dalsgaard 2002; Aerts et al. 2010; Appourchaux et al. 2010). Furthermore, it has been established that solar acoustic mode parameters change with the solar activity level (Woodard & Noyes 1985; Fossat et al. 1987; Pallé et al. 1989; Elsworth et al. 1990, 1994; Libbrecht & Woodard 1990; Chaplin et al. 1998, 2001, 2004). The amplitude (frequency and damping rate) of the acoustic mode is (are) observed to decrease (increase) with increasing solar magnetic activity (Elsworth et al. 1993; Chaplin et al. 2000; Komm et al. 2000). Modulations with the solar activity cycle can be understood by considering that the background magnetic field suppresses the turbulent convection and subsequently the excitation of sound waves, causing changes in the boundary conditions of the acoustic cavity in which they propagate (Jiménez-Reyes et al. 2003). Helioseismology has thus provided important inputs for dynamo theories by measuring such activity-related variations.

It is natural to expect from asteroseismic observations of Sun-like stars that the observed parameters of the individual acoustic modes vary as the stellar magnetic cycle continues, following a similar trend to that observed in the Sun. If this is indeed the case, it would be worthwhile to accumulate observational data of activity-related variations over several magnetic cycles in active stars other than the Sun; our knowledge of dynamo processes can be greatly improved by providing observational constraints for stellar dynamo models for different evolutionary stages and under physical conditions distinct from those of the Sun (e.g., Chaplin et al. 2007; Metcalfe et al. 2007; Thomas et al. 2021). In addition to monitoring long-term chromospheric Ca II H&K emission (Balimbas et al. 1995; Henry et al. 1996; Radick et al. 1998; Ak et al. 2001; Isaacson & Fischer 2010; Meunier et al. 2019), the first direct detection of an asteroseismic signature of activity-induced variations in a Sun-like star was achieved for HD 49933 (also
known as HR 2530 and CoRoT 20), an F5V star ∼20% more massive and ∼34% larger than the Sun with a surface rotation period of 3.5 days (García et al. 2010; Salabert et al. 2011; Régulo et al. 2016). García et al. (2010) reported anti-correlated temporal variations of the mode amplitude and frequency, as observed for the Sun. Moreover, the observed frequency shifts show a clear dependence on the mode frequency, reaching a maximum shift of ∼2 μHz around 2100 μHz (Salabert et al. 2011), which is ascribed to changes in the near-surface layers due to the local magnetic activity.

It should be kept in mind, however, that a subsequent study that measured temporal variations in frequency shifts for 87 Sun-like stars shows that the mode frequencies and amplitudes of at least ∼20% of the diagnosed stars change in phase instead of out of phase, i.e., in opposition to what is seen for the Sun (Santos et al. 2018, 2019). This implies that not all of the observed variability may be associated with the stellar magnetism. For example, the unexpected relation between the mode amplitude and frequency shift could arise due to stochastic fluctuations during minima of the stellar activity cycle. Hence, even Sun-like stars showing the out-of-phase change of mode frequencies and amplitudes need to be confirmed with due care.

In ensemble asteroseismology, fundamental stellar quantities, such as mass and radius, are inferred from parameters describing the Gaussian envelope of the stellar oscillation power excess (Brown & Gilliland 1994; Kjeldsen & Bedding 1995, 2011; Belkacem et al. 2011, 2013; Chaplin & Miglio 2013; Hekker 2020). Asteroseismic scaling relations have provided evidence that the global asteroseismic parameters are functions of stellar parameters such as evolutionary status, rotational period, age, effective temperature, metallicity, and magnetic activity. For example, magnetically active stars are apt to have a lower envelope amplitude for the stellar oscillation power excess of the pressure mode (p-mode) than less active stars (Mosser et al. 2009; Dall et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2011; Huber et al. 2011; Kim & Chang 2021a). For the frequency of the maximum height in the acoustic power spectrum, $\nu_{\text{max}}$, a positive correlation is expected with stellar activity, provided that the stellar acoustic cutoff frequency correlating with stellar activity is proportional to $\nu_{\text{max}}$ (Jiménez et al. 2011; Howe et al. 2020). One may also expect a positive correlation between the envelope width and stellar activity due to a synergy of (1) the differential suppression of mode amplitudes over wide frequency ranges (e.g., Salabert et al. 2003; Kjeldsen et al. 2008) and (2) the proportional increase of frequency shift by an activity-related origin in the mode frequency (e.g., Gelly et al. 2002; Howe et al. 2002). As a result of these two, the envelope of the acoustic oscillation becomes flatter and broader as solar activity proceeds to its maximum.

In order to uncover signatures of the stellar activity cycle in the light curve of Sun-like stars, we probe the behavior of the relations among the global seismic parameters. For this purpose, we analyze photometric data of HD 49933 observed by the CONvection, ROtation and planetary Transits (CoRoT) space telescope, led by the French Space Agency in conjunction with the European Space Agency, as a case study. In the course of investigation, we also asteroseismically constrain the mass of HD 49933 by comparing theoretical evolution models constructed from the MESA code with the observed location in the seismic Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. This paper is organized as follows. We begin with a description of the data analyzed in the current paper and methods used to acquire envelope parameters for the stellar oscillation power excess in Section 2. We present the relations deduced from temporal variations of the global seismic parameters in Section 3. We place HD 49933 in the seismic H–R diagram and briefly discuss its implication on mass estimation in Section 4. Finally, we summarize the results and conclude the study in Section 5.

### 2. DATA

For the seismic analysis of Sun-like oscillations in the star HD 49933, we extracted the CoRoT level-N2 light curve with a cadence of 32 seconds, corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of ∼15000 μHz, which is available in the Instituto de Astrofísica de Canarias (IAC) CoRoT Public Archive$^4$ (Chaintreuil et al. 2016). HD 49933 has been observed three times, for 60 days in 2007, 137 days in 2008, and 60 days in 2012 (Appourchaux et al. 2008; Benomar et al. 2009). The CoRoT satellite operated from 2006 to 2013 and observed more than 160,000 stars in 26 stellar fields with a field of view of 3.05° × 2.7° without Earth occultations, allowing up to 150 days of continuous observation (Baglin et al. 2006; Michel et al. 2008). After the unfortunate failure of Data Processing Unit No. 1 in 2009, however, observations were limited to 3-month observing runs. Data sets are grouped into four levels, N0, N1, N2, and N3, based on the reduction processes. For example, invalid data are corrected with the inpainting method at level N2 (Pires et al. 2015).

In Figure 1, we show the light curves of HD 49933 from three separate observing runs by CoRoT, in which

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Stellar parameters of HD 49933</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spec. type</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m_v$</td>
<td>mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B - V$</td>
<td>mag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>mas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Fe/H]</td>
<td>dex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{eff}}$</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\log g$</td>
<td>cgs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_*$, $L_\odot$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$M_*$, $M_\odot$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_*$, $R_\odot$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Gyr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$v_{\text{rot}} \sin i$</td>
<td>km s$^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

$^4$http://idoc-corot.ias.u-psud.fr
a quasi-periodic modulation with a period of \( \sim 3.5 \) days can be seen on top of a slow variation with a period of at least 120 days which hints at the stellar activity cycle. We assume that the short-term variation is due to the rotation of HD 49933, \( \sim 8 \) times faster than the Sun, with star-spots being distributed over the visible surface. It is useful to note that the periods of activity cycles are known to be approximately proportional to the stellar spin periods. Interestingly, active and inactive stars appear to follow two distinct paths in that relation (Saar & Brandenburg 1999; Böhm-Vitense 2007).

To derive the global seismic parameters for the stellar oscillation power excess as a function of time, we have first removed outliers in the time series which deviate by more than 3\( \sigma \) and then detrended the data with a third-order polynomial function spanning two days. We computed a power spectrum for each 40-day-long time series shifted in steps of 10 days with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm (Lomb 1976; Scargle 1982) and smoothed it with a Gaussian moving average with a width of 5 \( \mu \)Hz. Using the power spectrum for the observed power excess for the acoustic oscillation, \( P(\nu) \), the background white noise, \( W(\nu) \), and the background red noise representing various features in the solar atmosphere, \( B(\nu) \). Even though some F-stars are reported to have a broad super-Gaussian shape (Appourchaux et al. 2008; Arentoft et al. 2008; Bedding et al. 2010), the envelope profile of the power excess is here given by the Gaussian profile

\[
P(\nu) = A \exp\left(\frac{-(\nu_{\text{max}} - \nu)^2}{2\sigma_{\nu}^2}\right),
\]

where \( \nu_{\text{max}} \) is the central frequency of the envelope profile for the stellar oscillation power excess, \( A \) is the height at \( \nu_{\text{max}} \), and \( \sigma_{\nu} = 2\sqrt{2\ln 2} \sigma_{\nu_{\text{env}}} \) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the envelope profile. The background red noise is caused by various effects such as granulation, bright faculae, and chromospheric features. Considering that granulation and bright faculae dominate the background red-noise, we have employed a model of the background red noise of the stellar power spectrum proposed by Karoff (2008), the Karoff model with \( n = 2 \),

\[
B(\nu) = \sum_{i=1}^{2} \left( \frac{4\sigma_{i}^2 \tau_{i}}{1 + (2\pi \nu \tau_{i})^2 + (2\pi \nu \tau_{i})^4} \right),
\]

where \( \sigma_{i} \) is the \( i \)-th component of the rms intensity and \( \tau_{i} \) is the \( i \)-th characteristic time-scale of the rms
intensity, respectively. Note that we have marked the large separation in the acoustic power spectrum, δν in Figure 2. The large separation in the acoustic power spectrum is defined by the average frequency spacing between modes of adjacent radial order (n) for a given degree (l) and related to the mean density of a star (ρ) like 2 δν ∝ \sqrt{ρ} (Tassoul 1980; Ulrich 1986; Christensen-Dalsgaard 1988).

3. Global Seismic Parameters of HD 49933

In Figure 3, we show temporal variations in the frequency shift of the acoustic mode, δν, the amplitude of the envelope, A, the central frequency of the envelope profile, ν_{max}, and the FWHM of the envelope profile, δν_{env}, with error bars from top to bottom, respectively. To measure δν as a function of time, instead of directly analyzing individual modes from the power spectrum and taking an average, we have calculated the cross-correlation between each power spectrum from a 40-day-long segment of the time series and the average of 10 power spectra obtained from 40-day-wide windows shifted by 10 days (Régulo et al. 2016). We have employed this approach here because the frequency resolution of the power spectrum of a 40-day-long time series is insufficient for the accurate analysis of individual modes. We emphasize that the frequency shift measured using cross-correlation methods is likely to be smoother than the frequency shift obtained from direct estimates by the analysis of individual modes, although the two different methods return consistent results (García et al. 2010; Santos et al. 2018). This is because dipole modes (l = 1) are weighted more than monopole modes (l = 0) by their intrinsic amplitudes in the cross-correlation techniques. As a result, correlation coefficients would be somewhat lower when a linear correlation coefficient with δν measured using cross-correlation methods and other parameters are calculated. Already from visual inspection of the top two panels of Figure 3, it is evident that δν in HD 49933 anti-correlates with A, as García et al. (2010) reported. We note that there is a time lag by 15–20 days while A appears to lead δν by 15–20 days at most in García et al. (2010). Regarding the global seismic parameters shown in the bottom three panels, A, ν_{max}, and δν_{env}, it appears that A anti-correlates with ν_{max} and δν_{env} without a significant time lag.

To better examine the statistical behavior of the global asteroseismic parameters, we show scatter plots of ν_{max} and δν_{env} against A in the upper and lower panels of Figure 4, respectively. We note that the acoustic power spectrum of HD 49933 seriously deteriorates due to two superflare-like peaks from JD 2454480 to JD 2454520 shown in Figure 1. The envelope of the solar oscillation power excess has abnormally low
\( \nu_{\text{max}} \) and broad \( \delta \nu_{\text{env}} \) during that period. The events are suspected to be comparable to the Halloween solar storms that occurred from mid-October to early November 2003, peaking around October 28 and 29 in 2003, which were among the most powerful events in recent decades, estimated to be of class X45. We have noticed similar contamination in the parameter relations for the Halloween solar storms in the Solar case (Jo et al. 2021, in preparation). We have thus repeated calculating the best fit with 9 points instead of 10, omitting the data point we just mentioned. As a quantitative measure, we have calculated the Pearson linear correlation coefficient \( r \) and the corresponding false alarm probability \( P \) for \( A \) and \( \nu_{\text{max}} \) using 9 points and obtained \( r = -0.7692 \) with \( P = 0.0154 \). For \( A \) and \( \delta \nu_{\text{env}} \), the values are \( r = -0.7069 \) and \( P = 0.0332 \), respectively. The amplitude of the envelope significantly anti-correlates with both the maximum frequency of the envelope and the width of the envelope under ordinary circumstances. Therefore, we conclude that the global asteroseismic parameters can be utilized for cross-checking asteroseismic detections of activity-related variations in Sun-like stars.

In Figure 5, for a direct comparison of \( \delta \nu \) with the magnetic activity of HD 49933, we show \( \delta \nu \) with error bars, together with the photometric proxy for stellar magnetic activity, \( S_{\text{ph}} \), as a function of time. Since \( S_{\text{ph}} \) is widely used to search for magnetic-field related trends in asteroseismology, we have produced \( S_{\text{ph}} \) from our time series with the dispersion of the light curve measured on time scales of five times the rotation period (Mathur et al. 2014). It is interesting to note that \( \delta \nu \) is correlated with \( S_{\text{ph}} \) while \( S_{\text{ph}} \) leads \( \delta \nu \) by approximately 20 days. This apparent behavior agrees with the finding by García et al. (2010) that their starspot proxy is shifted \( \sim30-40 \) days relative to \( \delta \nu \). From comparison of Figure 5 with the plot for \( A \) in Figure 3, we conclude that \( A \) is likely to anti-correlate with \( S_{\text{ph}} \) without a time lag.

In Figure 6, we show scatter plots of \( A \) (top), \( \nu_{\text{max}} \) (center), and \( \delta \nu_{\text{env}} \) (bottom) against \( S_{\text{ph}} \). The solid and dashed lines represent the best fits resulting from 10 points and 9 points. See the text for details.

4. HD 49933 IN SEISMIC H–R DIAGRAM
In Figure 7, we show the seismic Hertzsprung–Russell diagram showing the large separation, \( \Delta \nu \), as a function of the effective temperature, \( T_{\text{eff}} \). Evolutionary
tracks from main sequence to sub-giants, computed with the Modules for Experiments in Stellar Astrophysics (MESA) code (Paxton et al. 2019 and references therein), are shown for masses of 1.0\(M_\odot\), 1.2\(M_\odot\), and 1.4\(M_\odot\) from right to left. MESA is capable of not only including the physics governing the stellar evolution but also of coupling with two oscillations codes: ADIPLS (Christensen-Dalsgaard 2008) and the non-adiabatic code GYRE (Townsend & Teitler 2013). Nonetheless, we have not taken into account rotation and diffusion in these particular calculations. The solid and dashed curves result from two different metallicities of \(Z = 0.008\) and \(Z = 0.014\) for a given stellar mass, respectively. The corresponding \(\Delta \nu\) in the model calculations is estimated using the scaling relation (Kjeldsen & Bedding 2011; Huber et al. 2011; Stello et al. 2011)

\[
\Delta \nu = \left( \frac{M}{M_\odot} \right)^{1/2} \left( \frac{T_{\text{eff}}}{T_{\text{eff},\odot}} \right)^3 \left( \frac{L}{L_\odot} \right)^{3/4} \Delta \nu_{\odot},
\]

(3)

where \(\Delta \nu_{\odot} = 135.1\) \(\mu\)Hz was derived from the analysis of level-2 data taken by the GREEN channel of the Variability of solar Irradiance and Gravity Oscillations/Sun PhotoMeters (VIRGO/SPM) (Kim & Chang 2021b). Errors in use of the scaling relation owing to \(T_{\text{eff}}\) and metallicity are known to be only about a few percent (White et al. 2011; Miglio et al. 2013; Mosser et al. 2013; Guggenberger et al. 2016; Sharma et al. 2016; Rodrigues et al. 2017; Ong & Basu 2019).

Now, to locate HD 49933 in the seismic H–R diagram, we have first determined \(\Delta \nu\) by using a power spectrum method (Hekker et al. 2010; Mathur et al. 2010; Viani et al. 2019). The \(\Delta \nu\) found from the power spectrum of entire time series for HD 49933 is 86.69 \(\mu\)Hz, which is compatible with reported values (Appourchaux et al. 2008; Benomar et al. 2009). The stellar parameters of HD 49933 are summarized in Table 1. For the effective temperature of HD 49933 we have adopted the value of 6590 K from Bruntt (2009), which is derived from Strömgren photometry. We note that, depending on the spectroscopic and photometric methodology, values for the effective temperature range from 6450 K to 6780 K (Bruntt et al. 2004, 2008; Gillon & Magain 2006; Kallinger et al. 2010). The position of HD 49933 in the seismic H–R diagram suggests the mass of HD 49933 around 1.2\(M_\odot\) and a metallicity lower than that of the Sun; actually, mass estimates for HD 49933 span the range 1.08–1.34\(M_\odot\), depending on how physical effects such as rotation, microscopic diffusion, and overshooting of the convective core is dealt with (e.g., Liu et al. 2014). We note that, together with asteroseismic and non-asteroseismic data, the reported mass of HD 49933 seems to converge to a value slightly above 1.2\(M_\odot\) with \(Z = 0.008\) in any case (Fiala et al. 2009; Benomar et al. 2010; Kallinger et al. 2010; Bigot et al. 2011), which is close to our estimated value.

5. Summary and Conclusions

Thanks to long and accurate helioseismic observations, it has been known for more than 30 years that solar acoustic mode parameters change with the solar activity level. It is thus reasonable to expect that the observed parameters of the stellar acoustic mode also vary accordingly as the stellar magnetic cycle proceeds. However, it is necessary to make use of additional observables to ensure that the observed variability is indeed activity-induced, since not all observed variations may be consistent with an activity-related origin. Using ensemble asteroseismology, we statistically analyzed the photometric light curve of HD 49933 recorded by the CoRoT satellite, calculating the acoustic power spectrum with the Lomb-Scargle algorithm and then fitting a model to the observed power spectrum.

Our main findings are as follows:

1. The amplitude of the envelope significantly anti-correlates with both the maximum frequency of the envelope profile and the width of the envelope unless superflare-like events strongly contaminate the light curves. We conclude that the global asteroseismic parameters can be utilized for cross-checking asteroseismic detections of activity-related variations in Sun-like stars.

2. Even though the photometric proxy for stellar magnetic activity apparently shows the expected scalings with the global asteroseismic parameters, they are statistically insignificant. We suspect that it is more secure and effective to associate the global asteroseismic parameters than to produce a photometric magnetic activity proxy to indirectly correlate the global

---

Figure 7. Seismic Hertzsprung–Russell diagram showing the large separation, \(\Delta \nu\), as a function of the effective temperature, \(T_{\text{eff}}\), with evolutionary tracks. The dotted gray lines connect the positions where the star is \(\sim 2.25\) Gyr old, respectively. The locations of HD 49933 and the Sun are marked with an asterisk and its common sign (\(\odot\)), respectively. The solid and dashed curves result from two chemical compositions of \(Z = 0.008\) and \(Z = 0.014\) for a given mass denoted in the bottom of individual curves, respectively.
asteroseismic parameters.

(3) Based on our determination of $\Delta \nu$ with evolutionary tracks computed by the MESA code, the mass of HD 49933 is found to be around $1.2 M_\odot$ with a sub-solar metallicity of $Z = 0.008$, which agrees with the current consensus from with asteroseismic and non-asteroseismic data.

Unlike the observed parameters of the individual acoustic modes of Sun-like stars, which have been shown to follow trends similar to that observed in the Sun, the statistical behavior of the global asteroseismic parameters in magnetically active Sun-like stars is only partially understood. Here, we have probed whether the relations among the global seismic parameters can be utilized for cross-checking asteroseismic detections of activity-related variations in Sun-like stars. Indeed, we find that the envelope amplitude and activity of the Sun are negatively correlated and that the envelope width shows a correlation with the solar activity (Kim & Chang 2021b).
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